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Christian
ministries play a
significant role in
communities
across Canada.
While 32,000
organizations and $15
Billion in revenue are
large numbers, both of
these are further
magnified by the
power of volunteers.

Overview of the Christian Movement
Based on WayBase data

32,000

77%

Christian organizations
In Canada

Are churches

$6 billion

$8 billion

Church revenue

Welfare, health, others

We took a closer look at the wellbeing of
these three groups:

Leaders

Ministries

Communities

We looked at wellbeing
through the lens of 10
dimensions of optimal
health.

Almost half of leaders indicated
at least one dimension of life as a
significant struggle.

There is a sense that despite our best efforts
these all-important elements of our life are
fading and many are concerned that we will
never get them back. Members are doing their
best to keep spirits up, but are suffering COVID
fatigue. It has been a long and challenging and
trying year. May God help and bless us.

“

“

COVID protocols (for which I am thankful and
with which I agree) have dominated every
aspect of church including worship, funerals,
weddings, fundraising, fellowship gatherings,
committee meetings, home visits, hospital
visits.

Leaders

26% of leaders

report doing well overall

20% of leaders

could be described as
significantly struggling.

“

“

My church sees me every
week, but I haven’t seen
my church in a year.

28% of leaders struggle
with their creativity,
purpose, learning,
and work

Ministry drops
in revenue

A drop in ministry revenue is
strongly correlated with leaders
reporting both personal struggles
and low energy levels.
Leader has
low energy

However, 40% of leaders
are relatively energized.

“

“

Many leaders are reporting
lower levels of energy for
ministry.

Leader struggles
personally

The two words that most accurately summarize
the experience all our frontline people (myself,
my elders, and our outreach workers) are
overwhelmed and exhausted.

What is most helpful to
leaders in this time?

1st

2nd

Connecting with God

Leaders said spending dedicated personal time with
God was the single most important thing they could
do for their health.

Connecting with others

Spending time (even digitally) with friends, family,
trusted colleagues, and those they serve had the
second greatest impact to strengthen leaders’ health.

As leaders, we need
to support each other.
Nearly 70% of leaders say
that the support of trusted
colleagues are helping them
through this season.

The year 2020 likely marks
the largest drop in charitable
donations in our lifetime.
One of the greatest
impacts of the pandemic
on Christian charities
has been finances.

Ministries

While a few are growing and
thriving, many are fighting to either
maintain their income levels or
experiencing a significant decline.

Despite strong year end giving and government
subsidies, there is a $850 Million - $1.5 Billion
7% projected decline in revenue for Christian
ministries in 2020.

1 out of 5
ministries (22% report declines
in revenue over 25%.
Some charities report closing and
others are at risk.

Communities

The people we serve
need us more than ever.

27%

of churches and ministries
report the people accessing
their services are vulnerable or
significantly overwhelmed.

According to leaders
of churches and
ministries, these are
the greatest needs
among those who
access their
services:

78%

58%

Loving
Relationships

Healthy
Lifestyle

37%

28%
24%
21%

People’s greatest need
is for loving relationships,
restored personal health, and
a spiritual connection to God.

54%

Peaceful
Spirituality

Meaningful
Work

Community
Supports

Inspiring
Creativity

18%
13%

Hopeful
Purpose

Empowering
Learning

Nutritious
Diet

12%

Secure
Home

☺
8%

30%

But more than 60% of
church leaders were
uncertain about the
needs of vulnerable
people in their
local region.

40%

16%
5%

☹

I know the needs very well

In 2021, churches
and ministries need
to create new robust
channels for
communicating
and addressing local
needs.
I don’t know the needs well

But the good news is that
churches are continuously
committed to generosity.

Remarkably, three out of four churches
maintained or increased their giving to
local and global needs in 2020 even
amidst their own struggle.

Churches and ministries
are embracing new
approaches to engage
and mobilize their people.

“We are seeking to reach out more into the community
in unique and diverse ways with the love of God
whether financially, materially, or emotionally as
people endure this time of lockdown and isolation.”

“

“

Despite these challenging times, most leaders
want to creatively respond to the challenges.

We are embarking on a community kitchen
idea that will serve our community and give
purpose to our members. We are working
on providing a small group for mental
health that will serve both internally
and externally in our city.

“

We are on a "connect every member"
online initiative - training as many
parishioners as possible to access
videoconferencing, including seniors.
We are looking at how the "pivot" to
technology can provide opportunities
for Christian education and formation,
and also for mission and ministry. We
are improving our live streaming
capabilities for worship.

“

“

“

“
“

“

We will be working to make our presence
known to our local community. We will be
seeking to assess the ongoing needs of
our community. We have started a one
hour a day, seven day a week prayer
meeting with specific prayer requests
and have seen God moving in and
through these.

We are forming new partnerships with
other community stakeholders. We are
thinking more outside the box,
remodeling our mission profile, and
working more outside the 'church walls'.

“

Other leaders said...

There are many opportunities to support
Welfare and social service ministries requested:
Prayer
Increased Donations
New Volunteers
Wise counsel
Personal Staff Support
New partners ministries
Donated Items
New Staff
Other

The need for prayer, financial
support, and volunteers is
significant for everyone.
The need for prayer highlights
that these ministries working on
the frontlines not only need
practical support but also
the sense of spiritual and
relational solidarity, expressed
through unified prayer.

Conclusion…

The path to collective wellbeing requires
we build a strong coalition to support
each other and our communities.

This survey found:
11

Most leaders need
relational support and
opportunities for
personal renewal;

2 Ministries serving with
vulnerable populations,
locally and globally,
need our solidarity and
sacrificial support;
3

New channels are
needed to update
Christian leaders about
local and global needs.

We need
each
other.

We need
to work
together.

Our
communities
need us now.

We are moving toward
a collective solution.
This spring, a coalition of national ministries
are gathering leaders in every major city and
province to intentionally support each other,
the needs of our ministries, and the needs of
our community.
These will be highly interactive, brainstorming
sessions for leaders to grapple with the real
needs of their community and work together
for practical solutions.

Join us!
We’re hosting events in 30
cities and every province
this spring.
Be the ﬁrst to get details on
your region’s online event:
Sign up here

Engage other
leaders in your area
and be a part of the
solution, now and
into the future.

This report is a summary
of our findings.

To gain more
insights view the
full report.
View the full survey report

Was this forwarded to
you from a friend?
If you want to be notified about
future surveys or continue to
participate in valuable research on
Christian ministries in Canada then...

Sign up here to be notified
about future surveys

Bringing the church together for good.
WayBase connects more than 30,000 ministries across
Canada through an integrated suite of online tools.
WayBase empowers churches, charities, local communities,
and individuals to partner together to make a tangible
impact. We also facilitate regional think tanks to encourage
leaders to engage causes, access insights, and collaborate
together. WayBase was founded in 2018 with a vision to
bring the Church together for good.

